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Biomechanical Characterization of the Temporomandibular Joint Disc

Abstract
;OL;LTWVYVTHUKPI\SHY1VPU[;41KPZJPZHÄIYVJHY[PSHNPnous structure located between the mandibular condyle and
the temporal bone, facilitating smooth movements of the jaw.
The load-bearing properties of its anisotropic collagenous
network have been well characterized under tensile loading
conditions. However, recently it has also been speculated
[OH[[OLJVSSHNLUÄILYZTH`JVU[YPI\[LKVTPUHU[S`PU
reinforcing the disc under compression.Therefore, in this
Z[\K`[OLZ[Y\J[\YHSM\UJ[PVUHSYVSLVMJVSSHNLUÄILYZPU
mechanical compressive properties of TMJ disc was investigated. Intact porcine TMJ discs were enzymatically digested
with collagenase to disrupt the collagenous network of the
cartilage. The digested and non-digested articular discs were
HUHS`aLKTLJOHUPJHSS`IPVJOLTPJHSS`HUKOPZ[VSVNPJHSS`PUÄ]L
various regions. These tests included: (1) cyclic compression
[LZ[ZIPVJOLTPJHSX\HU[PÄJH[PVUVMJVSSHNLUHUKNS`JVZaminoglycan (GAG) content and (3) visualization of collagen
ÄILYZ»HSPNUTLU[I`WVSHYPaLKSPNO[TPJYVZJVW`734;OL
instantaneous compressive moduli of the articular discs
were reduced by as much as 50-90% depending on the
region after the collagenase treatment. The energy dissipation
properties of the digested discs showed a similar tendency.
Biochemical analysis of the digested samples demonstrated
an average of 14% and 35% loss in collagen and GAG,
respectively. Despite the low reduction of collagen content
the PLM images showed considerable perturbation of the
colagenous network of the TMJ disc. The results indicated
[OH[L]LUTPSKKPZY\W[PVUVMJVSSHNLUÄILYZJHUSLHK[V
substantial mechanical softening of TMJ disc undermining its
reinforcement and mechanical stability under compression.
Key words: Temporomandibular joint; Disc; Cartilage;
*VSSHNLUÄILY"*VTWYLZZP]LZ[PɈULZZ",Ua`TH[PJKLNYHKH[PVU
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1. Introduction
The disc of the temporomandibular joint
;41PZHYVI\Z[ÄIYVJHY[PSHNPUV\ZZ[Y\J[\YL
located between the articulating surfaces of
the mandibular condyle and temporal bone
(Fig. 1). It facilitates smooth jaw movement
by increasing congruity, mediating forces,
and absorbing impact loads exerted by the
articular bones during everyday activities
such as mastication, talking and yawing
[1, 2]. Most epidemiological studies have
reported that approximately 10% of the
population exhibits one or more symptoms
of TMJ disorder (TMD) [3]. Of the three TMJ
components, the disc is of particular interest since approximately 70% of patients
^P[O;4+Z\ɈLYMYVTTHSWVZP[PVUPUNVM[OL
disc, known as internal derangement [4].
Despite the elusive mechanism underlying
disease progression, internal derangement
appears to be highly correlated with TMJ
osteoarthritis (OA) as an accompanying
sign or a subsequent factor in a later stage
[5]. Due to a poor understanding of TMD
etiology, options for treatment of severely
damaged disc are restricted to its resection
[6, 7]. However, since the disc is a crucial
functional component of TMJ, its removal
can lead to further pain and dysfunction,
and eventually degeneration of the whole
joint [7]. The presence of a functionally
reliable replacement could be helpful for
treatment, but such has not been engineered yet. To reach that aim the structural-functional relationship of the native TMJ
disc needs to be established.
The human TMJ disc is composed of two
principal components: (1) a solid extracellular matrix, occupied predominantly by a
highly organized collagenous network, and
a sparse amount of GAG, and (2) a movable
PU[LYZ[P[PHSÅ\PKJVU[HPUPUN^H[LYB D0U
contrast to other joints, 70-80% of the dry
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weight of the TMJ disc consists of collagen
type I, while GAG constitute only 0.6-10%
of it [10]. In the intermediate zone (IZ), the
JVSSHNLUÄILYZHYLHSPNULKHU[LYVWVZ[LYPVYS`
while in the periphery they show a ring-like
orientation, merging with mediolaterally
HSPNULKÄILYZPU[OLWVZ[LYPVYHUKHU[LYPVY
bands [11]. It is commonly assumed that
the highly negatively charged GAG and
other proteoglycans (PGs) are considered
to create an intra-tissue osmotic swelling
pressure. Herewith, they respond to compression-induced hydrostatic pressures to
spread the force away from directly loaded
areas [12, 13]. This is performed by interaction with the highly organized region-speJPÄJÄIYPSSHYJVSSHNLUVM[OLL_[YHJLSS\SHY
matrix of the TMJ disc [11, 14]. These
features provide the disc with anisotropic
and heterogeneous properties that reinforce its structure and maintain its integrity
under various types of loading. In a TMJ
disc, which is pathologically degenerated
by extrinsic factors (e.g. abnormal/repetitive
mechanical stress) or/and intrinsic factors
(e.g. enzymatic-induced degradation), collagenous network loses its dense integrity.
This eventually leads to a disruption of the
ZVSPKÅ\PKSVHKILHYPUNJVU[PU\\TPU[OL
cartilage [5, 15, 16].
Generally, the mechanical compressive
properties have been attributed to the GAG
content [17, 18], while tensile mechanical
properties have been related to the amount
HUKVYNHUPaH[PVUVMJVSSHNLUÄILYZB D
However, Willard et al. [21] recently indicated that the regional mechanical compressive properties of the disc have a stronger
correlation with the associated collagen
density and structure than with the GAG
content. Despite few studies [8, 18, 22, 23]
describing region-dependent mechanical
compressive properties of the excised TMJ
disc samples, the question still remains how
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collagen content and structure correspond
to regional variations in compressive
Z[PɈULZZVM[OLKPZJ
Therefore, we measured the regional
mechanical compressive properties of TMJ
discs before and after enzymatic digestion
VM[OLPYJVSSHNLUÄILYZ;OPZHWWYVHJOOLSWZ
us to evaluate the contribution of collaNLUÄILYZPUWYV]PKPUNYLPUMVYJLTLU[HUK
stability to the extracellular matrix of the
TMJ disc as a whole and in relation to their
YLNPVUZWLJPÄJTVYWOVSVN`

2. Materials and methods
2. 1. Sample preparation
Five young porcine heads were obtained
from a local slaughterhouse and processed
PTTLKPH[LS`HM[LYZHJYPÄJL-PYZ[[OL;41
discs and condylar head were dissected
en bloc and then the discs were carefully
isolated by removing all bony parts and peripheral soft tissue. All discs were inspected
visually and no gross abnormalities were
observed. After isolation, the TMJ discs
^LYL^HZOLKPUWOVZWOH[LI\ɈLYLKZHSPUL
(PBS), wrapped in gauze soaked with solution of PBS and a mixture of protease inhibitors (Roche Diagnostics, Germany), and
then stored at -20 °C at which temperature
the biomechanical properties of the disc are
UV[HɈLJ[LKBD

2. 2. Experimental apparatus
The mechanical loading experiment was
performed by a custom-made instrument
(Fig. 2) capable of generating sinusoidal
displacement with a resolution of 1 µm at
a rate of maximally 30 Hz as described
previously by Berendsen et al. [25]. The
instrument consists of a chamber and two
cylindrical stainless-steel indenters with
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diameter of 4 mm. The bottom indenter
^HZÄ_LK[V[OLZ\YMHJLVM[OLJOHTILY
and it was aligned with the top indenter
whose displacement was controlled by a
custom-made software (implemented in
LabVIEW 8.2, National Instruments, Austin
TX). The samples were placed on the lower
PUKLU[LYPUZPKL[OL7):ÄSSLKJOHTILY
and the rigid upper indenter was used to
apply cyclic compressive displacement.
The normal reaction force exerted to the top
indenter was measured by a 25 N load cell
(Honeywell Model 11, Honeywell, Golden
Valley MN). The signal of the load cell was
HTWSPÄLKI`HIYPKNLHTWSPÄLY/)42
HBM, Darmstadt, Germany) and registered
by the same application that also controlled
the indenter. Displacement and reaction
force was registered simultaneously with
intervals of 16 ms.

2. 3. Mechanical loading experiment
;VKL[LYTPUL[OLYLNPVUHSKPɈLYLUJLZPU
mechanical compressive properties of the
TMJ disc, all samples were cyclically loaded
H[Ä]LKPɈLYLU[SVJH[PVUZUHTLS`"HU[LYPVY
band (AB), posterior band (PB), intermediate
zone medial (IZM), intermediate zone lateral
(IZL) and intermediate zone central (IZC).
;OLKPZJZ^LYL[LZ[LKPU[HJ[PUKPɈLYLU[
regions, thereby maintaining their integrity
HUKJVUÄULTLU[
Prior to the mechanical loading experiment,
the frozen discs were immersed in PBS
solution and allowed to thaw at room
temperature for 1 h. Then, the inferior surface of the discs was glued to the bottom
indenter using a thin layer of cyanoacrylate (Histoacryl, Braun Surgical S.A., Rubi,
:WHPUHM[LY^OPJO[OLJOHTILY^HZÄSSLK
with PBS solution and samples were
allowed to equilibrate for 5 min. To maintain
a proper contact between the top indenter

-PN:JOLTH[PJ]PL^VM[OL;41;OL;41KPZJIS\LHUK[OLHY[PJ\SHYJHY[PSHNLVM[OL
JVUK`SLHUKTHUKPI\SHYMVZZHNYLLUHYLZOV^UMYVTZHNP[[HS]PL^

-PN0UKLU[H[PVU[LZ[VU;41KPZJVMWVYJPULZHTWSLI`[OLJ\Z[VTTHKLPUKLU[H[PVUKL]PJL
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and surface of the discs, a tare load of
0.02 N was applied to each sample
followed by 5 min of relaxation time. Then,
the thickness of the sample was measured
as the platen-to-platen distance using a
digital caliper. After a steady state contact
was obtained, a 3-minute preconditioning
test of 10% strain amplitude with 1 Hz
frequency was conducted for all samples to
create a uniform loading history. Accordingly, samples were allowed a further 5 min of
recovery. Thereafter, the discs underwent a
dynamic test including 20 cycles of same
SVHKPUNWYVÄSLJHYYPLKV\[PU[OLWYLJVUKPtioning test (10% strain at 1 Hz). Following
completion of the test at one location,
the disc was carefully detached from the
bottom indenter, glued at another location
where it was tested with the same protocol.
The 10% compressive strain amplitude was
determined according to the amount of joint
space reduction during maximum clenching (5-10%) [26]. Additionally, a loading
frequency of 1 Hz was chosen to simulate
the average chewing frequency (0.5-1.5 Hz)
in human [27]. Although porcine chewing is
faster (2-3 Hz) [27], previous studies [28, 29]
reported mechanical data of porcine
disc at 1 Hz which can be used for data
comparison.
Deformation of the disc (strain) was determined by the ratio of the displacement of
the upper indenter to the initial thickness
of the sample located between the platens.
;OLZ[YLZZ^HZKLÄULKHZ[OLYH[PVIL[^LLU
the reaction force and cross-sectional area
of the indenter. Subsequently, to characterize the basic mechanical compressive
properties of the disc, the instantaneous
TVK\S\ZHZ[OLTH_PT\TZ[YLZZVM[OLÄYZ[
cycle relative to the respective strain and
the maximum hysteresis as the enclosed
HYLHIL[^LLU[OLÄYZ[Z[YLZZZ[YHPUSVVW
were calculated.
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2. 4. Enzymatic digestion
;VHZZLZZ[OLYVSLVMJVSSHNLUÄILYZPU
JVTWYLZZP]LZ[PɈULZZVM[OLKPZJZHTWSLZ
were divided into two groups: control (PBS)
(left discs, n=5) and treated (collagenase)
(right discs, n=5). All samples were mechanically tested before and after incubation,
thus serving as their own controls. FolSV^PUN[OLÄYZ[TLJOHUPJHS[LZ[ZHTWSLZ
were equilibrated in PBS for at least 30 min
at room temperature. Then, the right-side
discs were submersed in 25 mL of PBS
solution containing 7.5 mg of collagenase
type II (100 U/mL, Worthington Inc., Lakewood, NJ) and incubated under gentile agitation at 37 °C for 16 h. As a control group,
the left side discs were incubated in PBS
solution under the same condition. After the
incubation, all samples were washed three
[PTLZ^P[OZHSPULI\ɈLYHUK[OLUZ\ITLYZLK
in fresh PBS for 30 min at room temperature. Subsequently, all samples underwent
the post-incubation mechanical test using
the same loading protocol as described
above.

2. 5. Biochemical analysis
After the second mechanical test, the
samples were equilibrated in PBS for 30
min at room temperature. To determine the
regional collagen and GAG content of the
samples, a 4-mm disposable dermal punch
(Miltex Instruments, Lake Success, NY)
^HZ\ZLK[VL_JPZLZWLJPTLUZMYVT[OLÄ]L
mechanically loaded regions of the TMJ
KPZJZ;OLYLZPK\HSZVM[OLKPZJZ^LYLÄ_LK
overnight in a paraformaldehyde solution
(4%) at 4 °C, subsequently placed in fresh
PBS and stored for polarized light microscopy (PLM) analysis. Extracted specimens
were lyophilized overnight and weighted
dry. Following a 16-hour papain (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO) digestion, the total hydroxypro-
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line and GAG content were determined by
using the protocol described by Ghazanfari
et al. [30]. The GAG content was measured
by 1-9-dimethylmethylene blue dye-binding
assay using chondroitin sulfate from shark
cartilage (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) as the
standard. The hydroxyproline, which served
as a measure of total collagen content, was
assessed colorimetrically following alkaline
hydrolyzes of the digest and its subsequent
reaction with chloramine-T and dimethylaminobenzaldehyde.

2. 6. Microscopy
;OLLɈLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZLKPNLZ[PVUVU[OL
ZWH[PHSHSPNUTLU[VMJVSSHNLUÄILYZ^HZ
evaluated by visualizing unstained histological sections under PLM (Leica DM EP,
Germany). Therefore, the discs were cut into
three parts (central, lateral and medial) and
each part was further sliced into two parts,
which were subsequently embedded in Tissue-Tek (Sakura Finetek, Netherlands) and
cryosectioned at 10 µm along the superoinferior or sagittal plane. The sections were
mounted on silane-coated glass slides and
allowed to dry. Thereafter, they were coverslipped with Entellan (Merck, Germany) and
examined by PLM.

2. 7. Statistical Analysis
;VKL[LYTPUL^OL[OLY[OLYL^LYLZPNUPÄJHU[
biological variations in mechanical properties between the left and right-side samples
within a single region we performed a
WHPYLK:[\KLU[»Z[[LZ[VU[OLTLJOHUPJHS
data obtained before PBS or collagenase
PUJ\IH[PVU.P]LUUVZPNUPÄJHU[WYL[YLH[TLU[KPɈLYLUJLZLP[OLYIL[^LLUTLJOHUPcal properties of both sides, we continued
further analysis by only considering the
mechanical data obtained after incubation
with either PBS or collagenase.

We performed a two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) to compare the overall
LɈLJ[ZVMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[HUKKPZJ
regions on the mechanical and biochemical
properties of the associated group. A multiple pairwise comparison with Bonferroni's
correction was used to analyze the regional
KPɈLYLUJLZ^P[OPULHJONYV\W;OLHKQ\Z[ed p-values were used for comparisons.
(SZVHWHPYLK:[\KLU[»Z[[LZ[^HZ\ZLK[V
HUHS`aL[OLKPɈLYLUJLIL[^LLU[OLJVU[YVS
(PBS) and collagenase treated samples
within a single region of the disc.
All statistical analyses were performed by
GraphPad Prism 6.01 (GraphPad Software,
3H1VSSH*HSPMVYUPH\ZPUNHZPNUPÄJHUJLSL]LS
of p<0.05.

3. Results
3. 1. Morphology
;OLLɈLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[VU
gross morphology of the TMJ discs is
shown in Fig. 3. The surface layer of all
control (PBS) samples were smooth, white
and intact (Fig. 3A) whereas that of the
treated (collagenase) samples seemed to be
disrupted and covered with a loose gel-like
substance layer (Fig. 3B). After removing
ZHTWSLZMYVT[OLÄ]LSVHKLKYLNPVUZVM[OL
disc, the punched locations were clearly
visible in the control (PBS) discs (Fig. 3C),
whereas they were entirely covered by a
gel-like substance in the treated (collagenase) discs (Fig. 3D).

3. 2. Mechanical compressive properties
9LWYLZLU[H[P]LPTHNLZVM[OLLɈLJ[VM
collagenase treatment on stress and
hysteresis are shown in Fig. 4. While the
strain amplitude was the same during the
whole experiment, the stress plateaued
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-PN,ќLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[VUNYVZZTVYWOVSVN`VM[OL;41KPZJ;41KPZJZHYL
ZOV^UMYVTHZ\WLYVPUMLYPVY]PL^HM[LY7):JVSSHNLUHZLPUJ\IH[PVU()HUKHM[LYOHY]LZ[PUN
TTZWLJPTLUZMYVT[OLPYÄ]LKPќLYLU[YLNPVUZ*+;OLSVVZLNLSSPRLZ[YH[\TVU[OL
Z\YMHJLVM[YLH[LKJVSSHNLUHZLZHTWSLOHZJV]LYLK[OLW\UJOLKHYLHZVU[OLÄ]LYLNPVUZ
VM[OLKPZJ+
VɈPU[PTL-PN(*VYYLZWVUKPUNS`[OL
hysteresis showed the maximum dissipation
VMLULYN`PU[OLÄYZ[J`JSLHUK[OLUP[
gradually decreased until the hysteresis
loops were almost similar (Fig. 4B).
The two-way ANOVA revealed an overall
ZPNUPÄJHU[LɈLJ[VMIV[OKPZJYLNPVU
(p<0.01) and collagenase treatment
(p<0.001), on the instantaneous modulus
across the TMJ discs (Fig. 5A). Application
VMWVZ[OVJ[LZ[JVUÄYTLK[OLWYLZLUJLVM
intrinsic heterogeneous properties of
the disc by indicating regional variations
of instantaneous modulus in the control
(PBS) group. The multiple pairwise post-hoc
HUHS`ZLZZOV^LK[OH[7)^HZ[OLZ[PɈLZ[

and IZL was the softest region of the disc.
;OL7)^HZZPNUPÄJHU[S`Z[PɈLY[OHU[OL()
and IZL. In the intermediate region, IZM was
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`Z[PɈLY[OHU0A3*VSSHNLUHZL
treatment resulted in a considerable reduction of instantaneous modulus in all regions.
;OLTVK\S\ZKYVWWLKZPNUPÄJHU[S`PU0A4
(89%), AB (80%), IZC (80%) and PB (67%)
^OPSL[OLYL^HZUVZPNUPÄJHU[KLJYLHZLPU
IZL (53%).
The two-way ANOVA indicated that both
factors, disc region (p<0.01) and collagenase treatment (p<0.001) had an overall
ZPNUPÄJHU[PTWHJ[VULULYN`KPZZPWH[PVU
capability across the TMJ disc (Fig. 5B).
Application of multiple pairwise post-hoc

-PN,ќLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[VU[OLZ[YLZZYLZWVUZLK\YPUNJ`JSPJSVHKPUN
(Z[YLZZ]LYZ\Z[PTLHUK)O`Z[LYLZPZPUZ[YLZZZ[YHPUYLZWVUZL;OLJVU[YVS7):KH[H
ISHJRHUK[YLH[LKJVSSHNLUHZLKH[HYLKPUKPJH[L[OLZPNUPÄJHU[YLK\J[PVUVMZ[YLZZHUK
energy dissipation capacity of the TMJ disc after the collagenase treatment.
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[LZ[ZOV^LKYLNPVUHSKPɈLYLUJLZPULULYN`
dissipation properties of the control (PBS)
group, which is in agreement with variations
observed in the corresponding instantaneous modulus data. Most noticeably, PB
had the highest energy dissipation capabilP[`^OPJO^HZZPNUPÄJHU[S`OPNOLY[OHU0A3
and AB. Also, the maximum energy dissiWH[PVUPU[OL0A4^HZZPNUPÄJHU[S`OPNOLY
than IZL and AB. Collagenase treatment
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`YLK\JLK[OLLULYN`KPZZPWH[PVU
capability of all regions. The reduction was
noticeable in the IZM (76%), AB (70%), IZC
(69%), PB (59%) and IZL (58%).

3. 3. Biochemical analysis
The content of collagen and GAG of the
KPɈLYLU[ZHTWSLZHYLWYLZLU[LKPU-PN
The two-way ANOVA indicated an overall
ZPNUPÄJHU[KLJYLHZLPUJVSSHNLUJVU[LU[
across the TMJ disc due to the collagenase
treatment (p<0.01, Fig. 6A). However, additional analysis of collagen content between
the control (PBS) and treated (collagenase)
samples within a single region did not
PUKPJH[LHU`ZPNUPÄJHU[LɈLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[4VYLZWLJPÄJHSS`PU[OL
PB and AB, the thickest areas of the disc,
collagen was reduced by only 7% and 10%
respectively. The thinnest areas of the disc,
IZC, IZM and IZL, showed relatively larger
collagen loss, with 20%, 17% and 14%
respectively.
The two-way ANOVA revealed an overall
ZPNUPÄJHU[LɈLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[
(p<0.001) and disc region (p<0.05)
on the GAG content across the TMJ disc
(Fig. 6B). The multiple pairwise post-hoc
test found regional variations of GAG
content in control (PBS) samples with PB
possessing the lowest amount of GAG,
^OPJO^HZPU[\YUZPNUPÄJHU[S`KPɈLYLU[^P[O
0A3HUK()*VSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[ZPNUPÄ-
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cantly reduced the GAG content across the
thinnest regions as in IZL (37%), IZM (50%)
and IZC (43%) whereas thickest areas, AB
 HUK7) ^LYLSLZZHɈLJ[LK

3. 4. PLM
Representative PLM images of control
(PBS) and treated (collagenase) samples are
depicted in Figs. 7 and 8. The superoinferior
PLM images revealed a ring-like arrangeTLU[VMÄIYPSSHYJVSSHNLUPU[OLWLYPWOLYHS
regions and the anteroposteriorly aligned
ÄILYZ[OYV\NO[OLPU[LYTLKPH[LaVUL0A3
0A4HUK0A**VSSHNLUÄILYZPU[OLJVU[YVS
(PBS) samples were well aligned, organized
in a parallel arrangement and showing
regularity (Figs. 7 and 8). The collagenase
treatment perturbed the structural integrity
of the collagenous network resulting in an
PUKPZ[PUJ[ÄILYHYYHUNLTLU[-PNZHUK

4. Discussion
The TMJ disc is a highly strained
cartilaginous construct with a functional
collagenous structure. Distortion of the
disc architecture by degeneration strongly
HɈLJ[ZM\UJ[PVUHSP[`HUKYLZ\S[ZPUWHPUPU
a large portion of the population [31]. The
aim of the present study was to analyze the
contribution of the highly organized collaNLUÄILYZ[V[OLSVHKILHYPUNJHWHJP[`PU
the articular disc of the TMJ. Therefore, we
perturbed its structural collagenous network
by collagenase treatment and performed
mechanical tests before and after. The
collagenase treatment induced a derangeTLU[VMÄILYZHS[LYPUN[OLIPVJOLTPJHS
composition (collagen and GAG) of the TMJ
KPZJ[VHJLY[HPUL_[LU[@L[P[ZZ[PɈULZZ
^HZNYLH[S`HɈLJ[LKHUKOLYL^P[OP[ZSVHK
bearing capacity. Furthermore, following
the collagenase treatment, it appeared that
TMJ disc was no longer mechanically and
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biochemically heterogeneous.The heterogeneous nature of the undisturbed TMJ disc
was manifested in its regional variation of
mechanical and biochemical properties. In
the control group, the PB and IZM showed
[OLOPNOLZ[JVTWYLZZP]LZ[PɈULZZPUJVUtrast to the IZL. This is in agreement with
Allen and Athanasiou [18] and Kim et al. [8].
However, Beek et al. [14] and, Nickel and
4J3HJOSHUBDMV\UK[OL0A*HZ[OLZ[PɈLZ[
region under compression. This contradic[PVUTH`ILK\L[V[OLKPɈLYLU[TL[OVKVSVgies and materials used in their studies. For
example, Beek et al. [14] used aged human
samples and applied large strains (20%40%), and did not consider mediolateral
KPɈLYLUJLZ(KKP[PVUHSS`HZPTPSHYYLNPVUHS
]HYPH[PVUHZPUJVTWYLZZP]LZ[PɈULZZ^HZ
observed in maximal energy dissipation of
the control (PBS) samples. This mechanical
characteristic facilitates the TMJ disc with
stress absorbing capabilities to prevent the
accumulation of excessive strain energy
leading to associated potential damage
[33, 34].
Following the collagenase treatment,
the compressive moduli of the disc were
reduced by approximately 50-90%, depending on the regions among which the
IZM showed the largest and IZL the smallest
reduction. A similar reduction pattern was
observed for maximal energy dissipation
following the treatment, marking the weakened shock absorbing ability in the TMJ
disc. Due to the non-uniform reduction of
the mechanical parameters with respect
to the various regions it appeared that the
original heterogeneity of the disc had
disappeared almost completely. The contriI\[PVUVMJVSSHNLUÄILYZ[V[OLJVTWYLZZP]L
Z[PɈULZZVM[OL;41KPZJJHUILL_WSHPULK
MYVTKPɈLYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]LZ)LLRL[HSBD
suggested that when the disc is compressively loaded, the anteroposteriorly oriented
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JVSSHNLUÄILYZKPYLJ[[OLPU[LYZ[P[PHSÅ\PK
ÅV^[V^HYKZ[OLHU[LYPVYHUKWVZ[LYPVY
bands where it is arrested by mediolaterally
VYPLU[LKÄILYZ(S[OV\NO^LMV\UK7)HZ
[OLZ[PɈLZ[YLNPVUVM[OL\U[YLH[LK;41KPZJ
under compression, the mediolaterally oriLU[LKÄILYZPU[OH[YLNPVUJHUILL_WLJ[LK
to serve the same general function as stated
by Beek et al. [14]. Therefore, the regional
HYYHUNLTLU[VMJVSSHNLUÄILYZTH`HJ[HZH
WH[O^H`MVYJVTWYLZZPVUPUK\JLKÅ\PKÅV^
PUHULɈLJ[P]LS`M\UJ[PVUHS^H`OLYL^P[O
distributing force and reducing stress
concentration on the directly loaded region.
;OPZPZPUHNYLLTLU[^P[OLHYSPLYÄUKPUNZ
ZOV^PUN[OH[KPɈ\ZPVUHSVUN[OLÄILY
VYPLU[H[PVU^HZZPNUPÄJHU[S`MHZ[LY[OHU
transverse to it [35]. Likely, the collagenase
[YLH[LKZHTWSLZSVZ[T\JOVM[OLPYÅ\PKKPMfusion directionality leading to a reduction in
their energy dissipation capability. However,
we cannot directly correlate the weakened
mechanical properties of the treated (collaNLUHZLZHTWSLZ[V[OLPYHS[LYLKÅ\PKÅV^
pattern resulted by derangement of collagen
ÄILYZ-\Y[OLYZ[\KPLZHYLULLKLK[VPU]LZtigate this in detail. Also, the straightened
JVSSHNLUÄILYZPUZ\YMHJLSH`LYVMJHY[PSHNL
have been demonstrated to act like a trampoline under compression, spreading the
direct load and consequently reducing the
applied stress [24, 36-38].
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-PN,ќLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[VUTLJOHUPJHSJVTWYLZZP]LWYVWLY[PLZVM[OL;41
KPZJZ(!*VSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[OHKHZ\IZ[HU[PHSLќLJ[VU[OLPUZ[HU[HULV\ZTVK\S\ZVM;41
KPZJZPUHSSYLNPVUZ;OLYLNPVUHS]HYPH[PVU^HZVIZLY]LKMVYJVU[YVS7):ZHTWSLZ)!)V[O
JVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[HUKKPZJYLNPVUMHJ[VYZOHKHZPNUPÄJHU[LќLJ[VULULYN`KPZZPWH[PVU
JHWHIPSP[PLZVM[OL;41KPZJZ*VSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[Z\IZ[HU[PHSS`YLK\JLK[OLTH_PT\TLULYN`KPZZPWH[PVUJHWHIPSP[`^P[OPUHSSYLNPVUZ^OPJOZOV^ZZPTPSHY[LUKLUJ`VIZLY]LKMVY[OLPUZ[HU[HULV\ZTVK\S\ZKH[H(SSKH[HHYLWYLZLU[LKHZTLHU  JVUÄKLUJLPU[LY]HSPUKPJH[LZW#PUKPJH[LZW#PUKPJH[LZW#HUKPUKPJH[LZW#
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-PN,ќLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[VUJVSSHNLUHUK.(.JVU[LU[VM;41KPZJZ
((WWYV_PTH[LS` VM[OLKY`^LPNO[VM;41KPZJPZJVTWVZLKVMJVSSHNLUÄILYZ+LZWP[L
overall decrease of collagen content across the TMJ disc, the collagenase treatment did not
PUK\JLZPNUPÄJHU[JVSSHNLUSVZZ^P[OPUZPUNSLYLNPVUZVM[OL[YLHKLKJVSSHNLUHZLZHTWSL)
.(.VUS`JVUZPZ[ZSLZZ[OHU VM;41KPZJ»ZKY`^LPNO[*VSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[PUK\JLK
.(.YLK\J[PVUPUHSSYLNPVUZ(SZVHZHOL[LYVNLULV\Z[PZZ\LJVU[YVS7):ZHTWSLZZOV^LK
.(.YLNPVUHS]HYPH[PVU(SSKH[HHYLWYLZLU[LKHZTLHU  JVUÄKLUJLPU[LY]HSPUKPJH[LZ
W#PUKPJH[LZW#PUKPJH[LZW#HUKPUKPJH[LZW#
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-PN,ќLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[VU[OLPU[LNYP[`VM[OLJVSSHNLUV\ZUL[^VYR734PTHNLZ
VMYLWYLZLU[H[P]LYLNPVUZVM;41KPZJZLLUMYVTHIV]L;OLYLNPVUKLWLUKLU[JVSSHNLUÄILY
HSPNUTLU[^P[OP[Z[`WPJHSYPUNSPRLZ[Y\J[\YLPZJSLHYS`ZOV^UHJYVZZHSSYLNPVUZ*VTWHYPZVUVM
JVU[YVS7):ZHTWSLZ^P[O[YLH[LKJVSSHNLUHZLZHTWSLZPULHJOYLNPVUZOV^Z[OLSHJRVM
Z[Y\J[\YHSPU[LNYP[`PU[OLJVSSHNLUV\ZUL[^VYRVM[OLSH[[LYNYV\W:JHSLIHY!TT

Collagen constituted about 80% and GAG
approximately 1% of the untreated TMJ
discs, which is in line with previous studies
[10, 23]. The PB and IZM had the highest
JVSSHNLUJVU[LU[HS[OV\NO[OLZLKPɈLYLUJLZ
^LYLUV[ZPNUPÄJHU[9LTHYRHIS`[OL`^LYL
also the regions that showed the largest
reduction in mechanical properties after
collagenase treatment. However, following
the collagenase treatment, the reduction of
collagen content was much less than the
YLK\J[PVUPUZ[PɈULZZ;OPZPZSPRLS`K\L[V
the selected combination of treatment time
and collagenase concentration, which led
to only the perturbation of the collagenous
UL[^VYR^P[OV\[HZPNUPÄJHU[SVZZVM
collagen [39]. This implies that the contribution of collagen content as such to the
TLJOHUPJHSZ[PɈULZZPZSPTP[LK

;OLKPɈLYLUJLPU.(.JVUJLU[YH[PVUPU[OL
untreated group was most pronounced
between PB and IZL, which had the lowest
and highest GAG content respectively. In
contrast to the limited reduction of collagen
JVU[LU[.(.JVU[LU[^HZZPNUPÄJHU[S`YLduced following the collagenase treatment.
PGs loss is attributed to the disintegration
of collagenous network as it releases PGs
entrapped within the cartilage matrix [40].
;OLYLSH[P]LS`TPUVYPUÅ\LUJLVMYLK\J[PVU
of GAG on the mechanical behavior can
be explained by their very small amount in
untreated TMJ discs to begin with. This is
in line with Willard et al. [21] who showed
that 96% removal of GAG from all regions
VM[OL;41KPZJKPKUV[PUÅ\LUJLP[ZPUZ[HUtaneous compressive modulus. Therefore,
in this study, the observed alteration of
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-PN,ќLJ[VMJVSSHNLUHZL[YLH[TLU[VU[OLPU[LNYP[`VM[OLJVSSHNLUV\ZUL[^VYR734PTHNLZ
VMYLWYLZLU[H[P]LYLNPVUZVM;41KPZJZLLUPU[OLZHNP[[HSWSHUL;OLJVSSHNLUÄILYZHYLHSPNULK
HU[LYVWVZ[LYPVYS`WLYWLUKPJ\SHY[V[OLTLKPVSH[LYHSS`VYPLU[LKÄILYZPU[OL7)HUK()UV[
ZOV^UPU[OPZ]PL^*VTWHYPZVUVMJVU[YVS7):ZHTWSLZ^P[O[YLH[LKJVSSHNLUHZLZHTWSLZ
ZOV^Z[OLSHJRVMZ[Y\J[\YHSPU[LNYP[`PU[OLJVSSHNLUV\ZUL[^VYRVM[OLSH[[LYNYV\W:JHSLIHY!
2 mm.
mechanical properties in the TMJ disc is
more likely related to its perturbed collagenous network than the alteration of its biochemical composition. This is in agreement
with Detamore et al. [41], who described a
lack of straightforward correlation between
mechanical compressive properties and
biochemical content in TMJ disc.
;OL734PTHNLZJVUÄYTLK[OLSVZZVM[OL
structural organization of the collagenous
network after collagenase treatment of
the TMJ disc. This was illustrated by a
OHWOHaHYKHYYHUNLTLU[VMÄILYZSVZZVM
ÄIYPSSHYPU[LYJVUULJ[LKULZZHUKYLK\JLK
JVSSHNLUÄILYHSPNUTLU[PU[OL[YLH[LKZHTples. A disorganized collagenous network
in enzymatically or naturally degenerated
cartilage has been observed [12, 40, 42-44].

For example, Thambyah et al. [44] observed
ÄIYPSSHYHNNYLNH[PVUHUKSVZZVM[YHUZ]LYZL
ÄIYPSSHYPU[LYJVUULJ[P]P[`PU[OLTH[YP_VM
degenerated cartilages. Morphologically,
the collagenase treatment disrupted the
Z\WLYÄJPHSZ\YMHJLVM[OL[YLH[LKZHTWSLZ
and produced a loose gel-like layer covering
their surface. Wang et al. [44] observed a
KPZVYNHUPaLKZ\WLYÄJPHSZ[Y\J[\YL^P[OPYYLN\SHYJVSSHNLUMYLLSHTPUHPUPUÅHTLK;41
discs with scanning electron microscopy
and transmission electron microscopy.
Since an intact surface of cartilage may
attenuate the applied stress, its damage
may have consequences for the mechanical
behavior of the complete structure.
The region-dependent mechanical
properties of the TMJ disc supposedly play
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HYVSLPUQH^RPULTH[PJZI`KLÄUPUN
an articulation path along its anteroposterior
axis [18, 24, 45]. Considering the small
KPZ[HUJLZZLWHYH[PUNKPɈLYLU[YLNPVUZ
of the disc, it is crucial to note that
even minor deviation of the disc from
the articulation path as in the case of
internal derangement of the disc, may
lead to adverse biomechanical loading
conditions [8]. Consequently mechanical
overloading of the cartilage responds in
more catabolic cytokine production and
thus more degeneration of matrix [5, 15, 46].
-YHNTLU[H[PVUVMJVSSHNLUÄIYPSZMVSSV^LK
by disintegration of the collagenous network
are one of the earliest signs of OA [5, 15,
47]. The elusive etiology of OA in the TMJ
and clinical importance of early recognition
of any malfunctionality related to the disc
such as internal degradation, underscore
the importance of an appropriate collagen
arrangement and structural integrity of
TMJ matrix. Enzymatic degradation in
combination with mechanical loading has
been commonly applied in the literature
to mimic the in-vitro OA in cartilage [21,
39, 48, 49]. Collagenase digestion can
induce disintegration of the collagenous
network, which initiates or enhances the
degenerative process in cartilage [40].
Overall, the contribution of the collagen
ÄILYZHUK[OLPYYLNPVUZWLJPÄJHYYHUNLTLU[
appeared to play a vital role in stabilizing the
TMJ disc under compression. The results
of our study strongly suggest that even mild
disruption of the collagenous network in
the TMJ disc, without substantial alteration
of collagen density can produce a dramatic
impact on its mechanical compressive
properties. It has been a challenging goal
for tissue engineers to construct a TMJ
disc with a quantitatively dominant and
structurally organized collagenous
part. Achieving this goal demands an
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in-depth knowledge of structural-functional
relationship between the components in the
extracellular matrix of the TMJ disc. Current
KH[HZ\NNLZ[[PZZ\LLUNPULLYPUNLɈVY[Z[V
characterize the TMJ disc compressive
behavior with a prior focus on the role of its
structural integrity of collagenous network
HUKYLNPVUHSHSPNUTLU[VMJVSSHNLUÄILYZ
8\HU[P[H[P]LTLHZ\YLTLU[VMJVSSHNLUÄILY
alignments and collagen cross-links could
further enhance our understanding of the
ÄIYPSSHYPU[LYJVUULJ[P]P[`HUKYLPUMVYJPUNYVSL
VMJVSSHNLUÄILYZPU[OL;41KPZJ\UKLY
various loading conditions.
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